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ABSTRACT

The paper is devoted to the ten years anniversary of Bacldeley’s vertical sections, the first anisotropic
sampling design in stereology. A general theory is presented which includes vertical sections and
vertical projections as special cases. The model based approach is applied, variances of intensity
estimators are studied.
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INTRODUCTION
Classical stereological formulas concerning the estimation oflength intensity Lv and surface-intensity
Sv require one of the following isotropy assumptions: either the probes are generated with isotropic
orientation (IUR) or the geometrical structure can be modelled by an isotropic random set. Ifneither
the probe nor the structure is known to be isotropic, special formulas of anisotropic stereology have
to be used.

Baddeley (1984) developed an ingenious anisotropic sampling design of uniform vertical se-
ctions (VUR), which enables an unbiased and efficient I Sv estimation. More recently, Gokha-
le(1990) and Cruz-Orive and H0ward(1991) worked out the design of vertical random projec-
tions for the estimation of Lv. Their approach is essentially design-based, evaluation of estimation
variances is in most cases an open problem.

In the presented paper the model-based approach is applied, stationary random fibre and surfa-
ce processes are studied. The notion of a projection measure was developed for anisotropic ran-
dom measures in Benes et al.(1993) using systematically the Buffon transform. Special case of
this measure evaluated in planar section (projection) of the surface (fibre) process, respectively, is
in fact the model-based analogue of the quantity W in Baddeley(1985) and Cruz-Orive and
H0ward(1991). Second-order analysis enables to express variance of intensity estimator based on
this measure.

In the following text first the theoretical background is rewieved in general d-dimensional case.
Further we proceed in three dimensions, first the relation to recent intensity estimators is explained
and finally some remarks to practical estimation and estimation variances are presented.
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